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Abstract
Employers clamour for more "Highly-Qualified Personnel" (HQP) to hire, and photonics
is no exception. The challenge facing all new graduates lies in what actually constitutes
a Highly-Qualified Person. Yesterday, an HQP was often understood to be a graduate
with a Bachelor's, Master's or Ph.D. degree. Today, industry is demanding that an HQP
be either a university or college graduate with strong academic standing AND a sound
business and communications skill set. In this paper, we introduce the concept of
"Value-Added Personnel" (VAP), which marries both scientific and "soft-skills" aspects,
and we present a new program in Ontario to produce VAPs.

Summary
The concept of "Value-Added Personel"
Helping students grow into Highly-Qualified Personnel (HQP) remains one of the key
objectives for universities. The challenge facing all new graduates these days lies in
what actually constitutes an HQP. In its study of March 2004, "The Economic
!"#$%&'($&"#)"*)!+#+,+-.)/01)2#$3#.&43)5#$3%6%&.3.)7889:2001", Barber and Crelinsten
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inhibits them from learning management, teamwork, marketing, customer relations and
other commerce-related skills so necessary to excel in an R&D-intensive firm that
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Leader firms in Canada today are the need for commerce-competent, highly-skilled
A%+,(+$3.HGC1 A recent Canadian Manufacturers and Exporters (CME) Report lists
similar skills as those most in need of improvement, in the opinion of employers. While it
is the job of universities and colleges to teach their students to be scientific and technical
experts, they rarely cultivate the critical skills required for a smooth and rapid integration
of the graduate as a productive and competitive member of the workplace.

As a non-profit company funded by the Government of Ontario to stimulate job creation,
wealth generation and economic growth in the Province, the Ontario Centres of
Excellence (OCE) has been funding research in Ontario universities for almost 20 years.
In doing so, it has supported graduate students in various scientific and engineering
fields concentrating on photonics, environmental sciences, information technology,
energy, manufacturing and materials. In a review of the programs offered by OCE, and
based on an OCE student survey conducted in 2003, it was evident that although key
programs were in place to enable students to interact with industry, students felt they required
a set of soft skills that would better prepare them to work with industry. On the basis of
stakeholder and student demand, OCE has therefore advanced a new program of study for
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graduate students who are intent in becoming more effective, to be Value-Added Personnel
(VAP).

The ultimate goal of the VAP program is to enhance the innovative capacity of firms and
organizations by building the networking, presentation, management and entrepreneurial
skills of students so they will be employees who:

- Are technically superior and therefore require less internal training;
- Possess an entrepreneurial and innovative skill set;
- Possess good project-management skills;
- Have an existing network of contacts and know how to expand it;
- Understand the market and the forces influencing it;
- Understand the business environment; and
- Understand global issues/competitiveness.

Surveys of students and employers:
With this goal in mind, we have surveyed OCE-sponsored graduate students and
companies from our OCE database. The following key results of the students and
employers surveys confirm the need for soft-skill training of Ontario graduates:

1) Most of the respondents were at the Master's and Ph.D. level, the target group
*"%) I!5-.) J,4+#D3,) K%+,(+$3) >""@?&$) +#,) L+@(3) J,,3,) M3%."##3@) M%"A%+EC)))
83% of the respondents agree that it is important for them to take courses to
improve their professional or soft skills.

2) 80% of respondents are interested in learning more about the Advanced
Graduate Toolkit as it becomes available. This confirms the demand for such a
program and OCE will proceed with the launch of its new program this fall.

3) 97% of employers agree that the skill-sets OCE is targeting with the Advanced
K%+,(+$3) >""@?&$) +%3) &E6"%$+#$) *"%) $;3) D"E6+#F-.) D"E63$&$&43#3..<) +A+&#)
confirming the need for the program.

4) In the subjects of "Entrepreneurship and Market Readiness", "Management and
Supervision" and "Networking and Communications", the majority of employers
agree that graduates today are insufficiently trained. Much of the learning of
these skills is currently obtained on the job. Companies confirm that a graduate
B;")D+#)=;&$)$;3)A%"(#,)%(##&#AG)B&$;)+)D"E6@3$3).3$)"*)$3D;#&D+@)+#,)."*$-skills
will contribute to more competitive company.

The " Advanced Graduate Toolkit" (AGT)
Providing this additional skill set is the foundation for the Advanced Graduate Toolkit
(AGT), the main component of the VAP program. In order to obtain the "Advanced
Graduate Toolkit" certificate, a graduate student would have to undertake OCE activities
targeted at several of these skills.

Requirement of the VAP program Pilot:
1) Taking the "Core Courses" in each categories;
2) Master's student: only the four core courses are required; Ph.D. students have to

add a minimum of 2 electives;
3) Participating and present at the VAP presentation competition;
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4) Participating and present at a minimum of one other conference (post-conference
report required).

Our goal is to have 60 students on average in each program. Many of the AGT
components below have yet to be designed and implemented, and OCE has set aside a
$300,000/year budget to make this happen. The new components will be rolled out over
a two-year period. The list of courses and the categories in which they are classified are
the following:

- Business Development and Market Knowledge
o Core course
o Intellectual Property Workshop
o Commercialization Workshop
o Marketing and Sales
o National and international Knowledge Transfer Program

- Business and Entrepreneurship
o Core course
o Business Planning Workshop
o Strategic Planning Workshop
o Business Etiquette Workshop
o Ethics Workshop

- Management and Teamwork
o Core course: Team-based OCE Project Management course
o Management/Supervision Workshop
o Leadership Workshop
o Negotiation Skills

- Networking and Communications
o Core course: Communications/Presentation Skills Workshop
o Career Management Workshop
o Emotional Intelligence

- Non-AGT elements supporting the AGT:
o Presentation competition (OCE event, Winter)
o Annual OCE-wide Student Presentation Event (Winter)
o Student newsletter
o Resume posting on OCE website
o Alumni-tracking Database

We intend to offer the VAP program to the OCE-funded students only at first, and to
extend it later on to any graduate student in Ontario (and beyond).

The feedback from our stakeholders : students and industry : has been very useful to
us for setting the agenda of the Advanced Graduate Toolkit and the Value Added
Personnel Program. In particular, we added courses in Ethics, Business Etiquette and
Emotional Intelligence as a result of survey contributions. We are currently in the
process of requesting proposals from curriculum developers and training suppliers to fill
our ambitious line-up of courses. While we expect to launch this program officially in the
Fall 2005.
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